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Abstract
We determine the rates of the B meson decays into a K(∗) and an ℓ+ℓ− bound state,
the leptonium, where ℓ = e, µ, τ . The two spin states of the leptonium, the spin
singlet and the spin triplet, couple to the axial current and to the vector current,
respectively, thus probing different helicity structures of the underlying b → sℓ+ℓ−
effective Hamiltonian. Since ortho- and para-leptonia have different decay modes, a
distinction between the two is relatively easy and these decays may become a cross
check for the results of lepton-flavour-violation searches obtained with free leptons.
We find that some of the decays involving muon and tau have a branching ratio of
the order of 10−13 and they may become accessible at the LHCb with 50 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity. In addition, since the tau-pair threshold lies right between
the J/ψ and the ψ(2S) resonances, we estimate the charm-loop contribution to the
decays B → K(∗)+tauonium.
1 Introduction
Currently the rare decays mediated by the transition b → sℓ+ℓ− exhibit small tensions
when comparing the data with the predictions of the Standard Model (SM) [1, 2]. In
particular, there is a (still not significant) anomaly indicating lepton universality violation
(LUV). Global fits to the available b → sℓ+ℓ− data for the Wilson coefficients C(′)7γ , C(
′)
9
and C
(′)
10 indicate a large deviation in C9, ∆C9 ≃ −1, with the SM hypothesis disfavored
at the level of 4-5σ [3–6].
The measurements of B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− have reached a sufficient precision to study the
rates in bins of the leptonic invariant mass, in particular also close to the threshold for
µ+µ−. In this region threshold effects from QED may play a role [7]. One of these effects
is the formation of leptonia, such as positronium, dimuonium or even tauonium, which has
motivated us to study the decays B → K(∗)+ leptonium.
Already a naive power counting of the electromagnetic coupling α shows that these
effects — for instance dimuonium decaying into e+e− — cannot explain the observed hints
of LUV in the lowest bin of the leptonic invariant mass. Nevertheless, these decays may
become an interesting cross check for the results obtained by using states with “open”
leptons.
In the following sections we compute the rates for the decays B → K(∗)+ leptonium
in terms of the wave functions at the origin of the leptonia. Since to leading order in α
only the S wave leptonia matter, we only have to consider the case of ortho- and para-
leptonia in S wave states. Since ortho- and para-leptonia have different decay modes (e.g.
a two-photon decay versus a three-photon decay) a distinction between the two is relatively
easy. On the other hand, ortho- and para-leptonia probe different helicity structures of the
underlying interaction, allowing us an independent test.
In addition, the threshold for the tauonuim is much higher than the one for the light
leptonia and lies close to some of the charm resonances. Thus the prediction for the
tauonium case is more difficult, but the contribution of the charm-loops appears to be not
too big.
Some of the branching ratios of B → K(∗)+leptonium involving muons and taus
turn out to be of the O(10−13). In the pp collisions at the LHC the b¯b cross section at√
s = 14 TeV is about 500µb, which corresponds to the production of 1012 b¯b pair in a stan-
dard year of running (107 s) at the LHCb operating luminosity of 2 × 1032 cm−2 sec−1 [8].
Therefore, a subset of the B → K(∗)+leptonium decays may become accessible at the
LHCb; others however are too small even for the high-luminosity run.
In the next section we discuss the properties of the leptonia needed for our purpose;
in section 3 we give the necessary matrix elements of the leptonia states. Our results
for branching ratios stemming from O7γ, O9 and O10 are presented in section 4, while in
section 5 we will discuss the charm-loop contribution coming from the four-quark operators
O1 and O2. Conclusions are drawn in section 6.
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2 The ℓ+ℓ− Bound States
In this section we recall some basic properties of the bound states of two leptons. We
will refer to generic bound state of ℓ+ℓ− as leptonium. Positronium and tauonium are the
bound states of e+e− and τ+τ−, respectively, while the bound state of a muon and an
anti-muon is called dimuonium or true muonium.1 Positronium was discovered already in
1951 [9], however dimuonium and tauonium have not been observed yet since their very
narrow widths cannot be resolved by e+e− colliders because of beam energy spread. A
low-energy electron-positron collider to search and study dimuonium is currently under
consideration at the Budker Institute for Nuclear Physics [10].
For the leptonia we make use of the spectroscopic notation known from atomic physics
n2S+1LJ , (1)
where n is the principal quantum number, S is the total spin quantum number — it can
be 0 or 1 — L is the orbital angular momentum quantum number with L = S, P,D, . . .
for L = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and J is the total angular momentum quantum number. Using only
the coulombic interaction between the two leptons, the leptonium mass Mn differs from
the sum of two lepton masses by the small binding energy En:
Mn = 2m− En, with En = mα
2
4n2
, (2)
where m denotes the mass of the lepton ℓ. In the rest frame of the leptonium the two
leptons are non-relativistic since their three-momenta are of the order αm≪ m.
To leading order in α only S wave leptonia (i.e. states with zero angular momentum)
can contribute, since the lepton currents appearing in the effective Hamiltonian for the
b → sℓ+ℓ− interaction has only local leptonic currents, which means that only the wave
function at the origin of the leptonium matters. The position-space Schro¨dinger wave
function is different from zero at the origin only for an L = 0 state and is given by
|φn(0)|2 = (mα)
3
8πn3
. (3)
There are two types of bound states depending on the ℓ+ℓ− spin sum: the spin-0 singlet
— 1S0 in spectroscopic notation — and the spin-1 triplet —
3S1. We borrow the notations
from the positronim and call the n1S0 bound states para-leptonium and the n
3S1 states
ortho-leptonium.
The leptonium states are unstable. For the positronum ground state the only decay
mode is by annihilation of the ℓ+ℓ− pair into photons, while the muonium and the tauonium
can decay also through a pair creation of lighter leptons and by the weak decay of the
lepton. A spin-0 state can annihilate only into an even number of photons while a spin-1
1The term “muonium” is often also used for a state composed of a muon and an electron. Since we do
not consider such a state in this paper, there cannot be any confusion.
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triplet into an odd number of photons. This is a consequence of charge conjugation: the
C-parity of the bound state is given by (−1)S+L while for a system of n photons it is
(−1)n. This means for example that the ground-state para-positronium decays primarily
into two photons while the ortho-positronium into three photons, since the decays into one
(off-shell) photon is forbidden by energy conservation. The decay rate of a spin singlet into
two photons is (see e.g. [11, 12])
Γ(para-leptonium→ 2γ) = mα
5
2n3
, (4)
while the decay rate of a spin triplet into three photons is
Γ(ortho-leptonium→ 3γ) = 2(π
2 − 9)α6m
9πn3
, (5)
which is suppressed by an extra power of α with respect to the spin singlet. This gives to
the ground-state ortho-positronium a lifetime longer than the para-positronium.2
Turning to the muonium and tauonuim case, we note that the ortho-muonium ground
state dominantly decays into an e+e− pair via virtual single-photon annihilation; likewise
the ortho-tauonium decays dominantly into e+e− or µ+µ−, approximatively with the same
rate, or into hadrons via q q¯ channels. The rate of this decay mode is of the same order in
α as the one of the of the spin singlet radiative decay and given by3
Γ(ortho-muonium→ e+e−) = α
5mµ
6n3
, (6)
Γ(ortho-tauonium→ e+e−) = Γ(ortho-tauonium→ µ+µ−) = α
5mτ
6n3
(7)
Γ(ortho-tauonium→ hadrons) = α
5mτ
6n3
Rhad(4m2τ ) ≃
α5mτ
6n3
∑
q=u,d,s
NcQ
2
q , (8)
where Rhad(s) ≡ σ(e+e− → γ∗ → hadrons)/σ(e+e− → γ∗ → µ+µ−), Nc = 3 and Qq is the
charge of the quark q in units of the electron charge.
In addition for ℓ = µ, τ the ℓ+ℓ− atom can break up because of the weak decay of one
of the constituent leptons. Since the decay of both lepton disintegrates the leptonium, the
decay width is approximately given by [28]:
Γ(leptonium, ℓ decay) =
2
τℓ
, (9)
with τℓ the lifetime of the muon or the tau. However, the rate for the weak decays of
the leptons scales with the fifth power of the mass, while the rates from the annihilation
processes scale as m. Therefore, for some value of the mass m, the lifetime of the bound
2Higher order corrections to the positronium lifetime were calculated in [13–24].
3Higher order corrections to the dimuonium lifetime were calculated in [25–27]
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state becomes longer than the lifetime of the lepton, so that the leptonium decays before
the ℓ+ℓ− pair can annihilate. For the muonium we have
Γ(muonium, µ decay) = 6.0× 10−10 eV, (10)
Γ(para-muonium→ 2γ) = 1.10× 10
−3 eV
n3
, (11)
Γ(otho-muonium→ e+e−) = 3.64× 10
−4 eV
n3
, (12)
thus the comparison of the three partial widths tells us that the µ+µ− annihilation is the
dominant mode and the muon lifetime is much longer than the muonium one.
For the tau lepton this is different:
Γ(tauonium, τ decay) = 4.53× 10−3 eV, (13)
Γ(para-tauonium→ 2γ) = 1.84× 10
−2 eV
n3
, (14)
Γ(ortho-tauonium→ e+e−, µ+µ−) = 6.13× 10
−3 eV
n3
. (15)
In this case only the ground state n = 1 decays before the decay of the tau.
In addition, there are of course also electromagnetic transitions within the leptonium
system from an upper energy level to a lower one. An excited 2S+1S1 leptonium state can
decay via electric dipole transition, which conserves the spin quantum number, to a 2S+1PJ
state and a soft photon with energy of the order of En ∼ mα2. Magnetic transitions with
∆S 6= 0 are much more suppressed. Since the C-parity of the ℓ+ℓ− system is given by
(−1)L+S, the P state has now opposite C-parity with respect to the initial S state. This
can potentially spoil the possibility to distinguish between para- and ortho-leptonium.
However the annihilation probability of a P state is proportional to the derivative of the
wave function at the origin which leads to an extra α suppression in the decay rate compared
to the S wave case. Therefore such P state decays primarily, after one or more transitions,
again into a state in S wave with lower n but conserving the original spin quantum number.
3 The Leptonium Decay Constants
In this section we calculate the matrix element
〈0| jµV,A(0) |n, q, σ〉 , (16)
that will enter in the decay amplitude of B → K(∗)+ leptonium (see e.g. the review [29]).
Let us denote with |n, q, σ〉 the leptonium one-particle state with principal quantum number
n and four momentum q = (En,q, q), with En,q =
√
q2 +M2n . The index σ indicates one
of the four spin states: three spin-1 states (triplet) and one spin-0 state (singlet). The
leptonium one-particle state is normalized in a Lorenz invariant way: 〈n, q, σ|n′, q′, σ′〉 =
4
(2π)3 2En,q δ
(3)(q − q′) δnn′δσσ′ . The vector and axial currents are jµV (x) = ℓ(x)γµℓ(x) and
jµA(x) = ℓ(x)γ
µγ5ℓ(x), respectively.
In a non-relativistic picture — which is well justified for the leptonia since |k| ∼
O(αm) ≪ m — the one-particle state can be expressed as linear superposition of free
ℓ+ and ℓ− states with three-momenta k±, respectively, and energies E± =
√
k2± +m2:
|n, q, σ〉 =
∫
d3k
(2π)3
√
2En,q
2E+2E−
φ˜n,q(k) |k+, k−, σ〉 , (17)
with q = k++k− and k = (k+−k−)/2. This superposition is weighted by the momentum-
space Coulomb wave function φ˜n,q(k), which gives the amplitude for finding a particular
value of k for a leptonium state n with total momentum q; the wave function φ˜n,q(k) fulfils
the normalization condition
∫
d3k
(2π)3
|φ˜(k)|2 = 1. To evaluate the matrix element (16) it is
sufficient to consider only the state with q = 0, 〈0| jµV,A(0) |n, 0, σ〉, since all other states
with q 6= 0 can be obtained via a boost:
〈0| jµV,A(0) |n, q, σ〉 = 〈0| Uˆ †(q)jµV,A(0)Uˆ(q) |n, 0, σ〉 = Λµ α(q) 〈0| jαV,A(0) |n, 0, σ〉 , (18)
where Uˆ(q) is the unitary operator that boosts the state |n, 0, σ〉, where the momentum
is q∗ = (Mn, 0), into the state |n, q, σ〉 and Λµ α(q) is the corresponding Lorentz matrix.
Thanks to the expansion (17), the evaluation of the matrix element involving the one-
particle state is reduced to the evaluation of
〈0| jµV,A(0) |k+, k−, σ〉 = vσ(k+)jµV,Auσ(k−), (19)
where k± can be taken in the rest frame of the leptonium and the subscript “σ” refers to the
fact that the free ℓ+ and ℓ− states must properly combine into the leptonium spin state σ.
We can now employ the expressions for the spinors in the non-relativistic approximation:
uσ =
√
m
(
ξσ
ξσ
)
, vσ =
√
m
(
ησ
−ησ
)
, (20)
where ξ and η are two-component spinors normalized to unity. The expression in (19) can
be written as a trace of 2×2 matrix chain, indeed the spinor product ξση†σ can be replaced
for a spin-1 state by
ξση
†
σ →
ǫσ · σ√
2
, (21)
where σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3) are the three Pauli matrices and ǫσ are unit polarization vectors:
for q along the z-axis, ǫσ = (0, 0, 1) corresponds to the longitudinal polarization while
ǫσ = (1, i, 0) and ǫσ = (1,−i, 0) to the transverse polarizations. In the same way, the
spin-0 state is given by the replacement
ξση
†
σ →
1√
2
. (22)
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We can now compute the matrix element containing the vector current:
〈0| jµV (0) |k+, k−, σ〉 = mη†σ(σ¯µ − σµ)ξσ =
m√
2
ǫν(q
∗)Tr (σν σ¯µ − σ¯νσµ) = −4m√
2
ǫµσ(q
∗), (23)
where we introduced the four-vectors ǫµσ(q
∗) = (0, ǫσ), σµ = (1,σ) and σ¯µ = (1,−σ). For
the axial current we obtain
〈0| jµA(0) |k+, k−, σ〉 = −mη†σ(σ¯µ + σµ)ξσ = −
m√
2
Tr (σ¯µ + σµ) = − 2√
2
q∗µ. (24)
In the last expression the trace vanishes if µ = 1, 2, 3 while for µ = 0 it is equal to four, i.e.
the trace must be proportional to the leptonium momentum in its rest frame q∗ = (Mn, 0),
withMn ∼ 2m. The vector current jµV couples only to the spin-1 states, in fact for a singlet
the replacement in eq. (22) yields a vanishing trace. In the same way, one verifies that the
axial current couples only to the spin-0 state and not to the triplet.
The expressions (23) and (24) can be inserted in eq. (17), and the integral can be done
by using the non-relativistic approximation for the energies in the leptonium rest frame,
E± ∼ Mn/2 ∼ m and En,q ∼ Mn. After performing the boost in eq. (18), we obtain the
following expressions of the matrix elements:
〈0| jµV (0) |n, q, σ〉 =
{
−2
√
Mn φn,0(0) ǫ
µ
σ(q) for spin-1 state,
0 for spin-0 state,
(25)
〈0| jµA(0) |n, q, σ〉 =


0 for spin-1 state,
− 2√
Mn
φn,0(0) q
µ for spin-0 state,
(26)
where φn,0(0) is the position-space wave function at the origin in the rest frame of the
leptonium. The rate Γ(ortho-leptonium→ e+e−) in (8) can be calculated from the ampli-
tude in eq. (25). The matrix elements can be cast also in terms of decay constants, as for
pseudoscalar and vector mesons [30]:
〈0| jµV (0) |spin-1〉 = MnfV ǫµ(q), 〈0| jµA(0) |spin-0〉 = fA qµ, (27)
with
fV = fA = − 2√
Mn
φn,0(0). (28)
4 Branching Ratios
With the input of the leptonium-decay constants we can now evaluate the branching ratio
B → K(∗)+ leptonium. The decay amplitude of B → K(∗)+ leptonium can be written as:
A(B → K(∗) + leptonuim) = −〈K(∗)(p) leptonium(q)|Heff |B(p+ q)〉 (29)
=
GF√
2
α
π
VtbV
∗
ts
[
〈n, q, σ| ℓ¯γµℓ |0〉HµV (p, q) + 〈n, q, σ| ℓ¯γµγ5ℓ |0〉HµA(p, q)
]
,
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where Heff is the effective Hamiltonian for b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions while HµV (p, q) and
HµA(p, q) are the parts of the hadronic matrix element which are contracted with the
leptonic vector current and axial current, respectively; their explicit expressions can be
obtained from the B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− amplitudes reported in the appendix.
We have calculated the two leptonic matrix elements in the last section, where we have
seen that the vector current couples only to the ortho-leptonium, while the axial current
couples exclusively to the para-leptonium. In this sense, the ortho- and the para-leptonium
have to be considered as two different particles with different decay modes, and this allows
us to probe different aspects of the underlying interaction by looking at the two kinds of
leptonia, which are easily distinguished by their different decay modes. To this end, we
will distinguish two decay rates:
Γ(B → K(∗) + para-leptonium) and Γ(B → K(∗) + ortho-leptonium). (30)
While the decay modes are quite different, the masses of the leptonia differ only by a
few keV (for ℓ = µ, τ), which cannot be resolved by experiments such as LHCb. Thus we
identify all masses to be Mn = 2m and compute the sum over all S wave leptonia; since
in this approximation the principal quantum number n appears only in the squared wave
function at the origin,
|φn,0(0)|2 = (mα)
3
8πn3
, (31)
we pick up a factor
∞∑
n=1
1
n3
= ζ(3) .
However this summation is performed only for the light leptonia; for the tauonium only
the n = 1 state can be considered, all higher tauonia will decay through the weak decay of
the τ before they actually form.
For the decay B → K+ ortho-leptonium we obtain the rate
Γ(B → K + ortho-leptonium) =
G2F |pK |3m2
64π4
α5ζ(3)|VtbV ∗ts|2
∣∣∣∣C9f+(4m2) + Ceff7γ 2(mb +ms)mK +mB fT (4m2)
∣∣∣∣
2
, (32)
where we have summed over the three spin states of the ortho-leptonium. Note that for
the ortho-tauonium the factor ζ(3) has to be replaced by 1.
For B → K+ para-leptonium we get
Γ(B → K + para-leptonium) = G
2
Fm
2
B|pK |m2
16π4
α5ζ(3)|VtbV ∗ts|2
×
{
|L1|2
16
(
1− m
2
K + 4m
2
m2B
)2
+ 4|L2|2 m
4
m4B
+ Re (L1L∗2)
m2
m2B
(
1− m
2
K + 4m
2
m2B
)}
, (33)
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where Li = Li(q2 = 4m2), with
L1(q2) = C10f+(q2),
L2(q2) = C10
2
[
f+(q2)
(
1− m
2
B −m2K
q2
)
+ f 0(q2)
m2B −m2K
q2
]
. (34)
The kaon’s momentum pK is in the rest frame of the B meson and it is given by
|pK | = λ
1/2(m2B, m
2
K , 4m
2)
2mB
, (35)
and λ(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2yz is the Ka¨llen function. It is interesting to
note that eq. (32) and (33) behave like m2 in the m→ 0 limit.
The decay rates of B → K∗+ leptonium are more complicated due to the presence of
a larger number of form factors; they can be cast in the following form:
Γ(B → K∗ + ortho-leptonium) = G
2
F |pK∗|3m2
256π4
α5ζ(3)|VtbV ∗ts|2
{
8m2|M1|2
+
1
m2K∗
[
|M2|2
(
1 +
12m2m2K∗
m2B|pK∗|2
)
+ |M3|2m2B|pK∗|2−Re (M2M∗3) (m2B−m2K∗−4m2)
]}
,
(36)
Γ(B → K∗ + para-leptonium) = G
2
F |pK∗|3m2
256π4m2K∗
α5ζ(3)|VtbV ∗ts|2
×
{
|N2|2 + |N3|
2
4
(
m2B −m2K∗ − 4m2
)2 − Re (N2N ∗3 ) (m2B −m2K∗ − 4m2)
}
, (37)
whereMi =Mi(4m2) andNi = Ni(4m2). The explicit expressions of the functionsMi(q2)
and Ni(q2) are reported in the appendix.
The decay rate Γ(B → K∗+ para-leptonium) behaves as m2 when m → 0, while
Γ(B → K∗+ ortho-leptonium) is approximately flat whenm→ 0: the 1/q2 poles appearing
in M1,2,3 — arising from the photon propagator with C7γ — is canceled in eq. (32) by an
equal power of m at the numerator.
The numerical values of the branching ratios are reported in table 1. For ℓ = e, µ we
took the values of the various form factors at q2 = 0, while in the case of the tau they are
evaluated at q2 = 4m2τ employing the explicit numerical parametrization in [31]. Moreover
for ℓ = τ the factor ζ(3) appearing in the decay rate is substituted with one, see the
discussion at the end of section 2. Also, charm-loop effects are not taken into account;
these will be discussed separately.
The last column of table 1 shows the peculiar dependence of Γ(B → K∗+ortho-
leptonium) on the lepton mass: the branching ratios of B → K∗+ ortho-positronium
and B → K∗+ ortho-muonium are almost equal.
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ℓ B → K para B → K ortho B → K∗ para B → K∗ ortho
e 2.3× 10−20 1.6× 10−20 1.7× 10−20 2.5× 10−14
µ 9.8× 10−16 6.9× 10−16 7.2× 10−16 2.5× 10−14
τ 2.9× 10−13 1.2× 10−13 1.3× 10−13 2.5× 10−13
Table 1: The branching ratios of B → K(∗)+ leptonium stemming from the operators
O7γ, O9 and O10.
We note that some of the branching rations are too small even for high-luminosity
experiments, however some of the branching ratios with muonia and tauonia may become
accessible at the LHCb. The use of these decay modes is twofold. On the one hand it
allows an independent probe for the Wilson coefficients, since the para-leptonia involve
only the Wilson coefficient C10 while the decays into ortho-leptonia will be sensitive to C9.
On the other hand, the decay into a tauonuim state will give us an independent handle on
the b→ sτ+τ− interaction, based on a different way to reconstruct it.
5 Charm-loop Effect
So far we have estimated the dominant contribution to the branching ratios generated
by the operators O7γ, O9 and O10 in the effective Hamiltonian, leading to local hadronic
current, which can be handled by form factors. In this section we will discuss the charm-
loop effect in the B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− amplitude on the decay modes we consider here.
This effect is generated by the current-current operators O1 and O2 acting together
with the c-quark electromagnetic current, which eventually produces the leptonium through
electromagnetic interaction. Perturbatively this is described by a charm-loop which couples
to the lepton pair by means of a virtual photon.
However, the charm loop becomes a genuine long-distance hadronic effect if the lepton
invariant mass q2 is near the charmonium resonances or above the DD threshold. Conse-
quently, this is not a problem for the light leptonia, since their masses are far below the
cc¯ threshold. However, the tau-pair threshold lies right between the J/ψ and the ψ(2S)
resonances and the problem is much more severe for the tauonium.
To leading order in α we only need to consider the case of an ortho-leptonium in the
final state, which is produced by one off-shell photon coupled to the charm so that the
amplitude has the same power of α as the amplitude with O7γ and O9. The perturbative
charm-loop contribution to the B → K(∗)ℓℓ amplitude can be conveniently expressed as a
process and q2 dependent correction to the Wilson coefficient C9 [32–34]:
C9 → C9 +∆C c¯c9 (q2) with ∆C c¯c9 (q2) = (C1 + 3C2)h(m2c , q2). (38)
The function h(m2c , q
2) comes from the one-loop matrix element of the four-quark operators
9
O1 and O2 and has the form:
h(m2c , q
2) = −8
9
log
(
mc
mb
)
+
8
27
+
4
9
y
− 2
9
(2 + y)|1− y| 12


log
(
1+
√
1−y
1−√1−y
)
− iπ if 0 < y < 1,
2 arctan
(
1√
y−1
)
if y > 1,
(39)
where y = 4m2c/q
2. We note that this expression has an expansion in q2,
h(m2c , q
2) = −8
9
log
(
mc
mb
)
− 4
9
+
4
45
q2
m2c
+O
(
q2/m2c
)2
, (40)
and thus, up to small effects of the order 4m2/m2c , the function h yields for the light
leptonia the shift
C9 → C9 − (C1 + 3C2)
(
8
9
log
(
mc
mb
)
+
4
9
)
. (41)
The shift in C9 implies a correction δc¯c defined as
Γ = ΓO7γ ,O9(1 + δc¯c) , (42)
which is the same for both e and µ and which amounts to ∼ 10% for a K in the final
state, while it is a negligible contribution for a B decaying into a K∗ since the B → K∗+
leptonium decay is dominated almost entirely by O7γ when q
2 ≪ m2B. The result is shown
in table 2.
B → K ortho B → K∗ ortho
ℓ δc¯c Br δc¯c Br
e 0.11 1.8× 10−20 ∼ 0 2.5× 10−14
µ 0.11 7.7× 10−16 ∼ 0 2.5× 10−14
Table 2: The branching ratios of B → K(∗)+ positronium and B → K(∗)+ muonium
inclusive of the leading perturbative charm-loop effect arising from the operators O1 and
O2.
For the tauonium we first look at the perturbative result close to threshold, where we
find
h(m2c , q
2) = −8
9
log
(
mc
mb
)
+
20
27
− 16
9
(
q2 − 4m2c
4m2c
)
+O
(
(q2 − 4m2c)/(4m2c)
)2
. (43)
Since we have q2 = 4m2τ ∼ 4m2c the major part is the constant term which is numerically
close to h(m2c , 0) and hence we expect an effect close to the one for the light leptonia. In
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B → K ortho B → K∗ ortho
ℓ δc¯c Br δc¯c Br
τ 0.18 1.4× 10−13 0.21 3.0× 10−13
Table 3: The branching ratios of B → K(∗)+ tauonium inclusive of the leading perturbative
charm-loop effects arising from the operators O1 and O2.
table 3 we show the corresponding results, where in the calculation we inserted the full
expression of h(m2c , q
2).
However, close to the threshold the real spectral function can be quite different from
the partonic result, and thus the approximation to keep only the constant term in (43)
is much less reliable as in the case for the light leptonia. In order to get some idea if we
should expect large corrections, we try to naively estimate the non-perturbative effects
in tauonium production by considering a single resonance exchange. Since the ψ(2S) can
decay into two τ leptons with a known branching fraction, we consider the B → K(∗)ψ(2S)
decay, followed by the subsequent mixing of the ψ into a τ+τ− bound state. We can express
the width of this subsequent process as:
Γ(B → K(∗)(ψ → tauonium)) = Γ(B → K(∗)ψ) Br(ψ → τ+τ−) δτ , (44)
where δτ is a correction that allows us to compare the experimental value of the ψ(2S)→
τ+τ− branching ratio with the case where a tauonium shows up in the final state
δτ =
Γ(γ∗ → tauonium)
Γ(γ∗ → τ+τ−) . (45)
The factor δτ contains the squared wave function of the tauonium and some phase space
factor. By comparing the expression of the tauonium matrix element in eq. (25) and the
γ∗ → τ+τ− amplitude in the non relativistic approximation in eq. (23), we obtain:
δτ = 8π
2|φn,0(0)|2
√
q2
mpτ
δ(q2 −M2n), (46)
where Mn ∼ 2mτ is the tauonium mass and pτ =
√
q2 − 4m2τ/2. The photon momentum q
appearing in δτ must be evaluated at q
2 = m2ψ. The δ function appearing in the expression
for δτ reflects the fact that we have treated the ψ(2S) as a stable particle; including a finite
width for this state means that we replace the δ-function by a Bright-Wigner distribution:
πδ(m2ψ − 4m2τ )→
Γψmψ
(m2ψ − 4m2τ )2 + Γ2ψm2ψ
. (47)
With such approximation, we can insert the explicit expression of δτ back in eq. (44) to
obtain
Γ(B → K(∗)(ψ → tauonium)) =
Γ(B → K(∗)ψ) Γ(ψ → e+e−) 2α
3m2τmψ
(m2ψ − 4m2τ )2 + Γ2ψm2ψ
(
1 +
2m2τ
m2ψ
)
, (48)
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where we have written the ψ → ττ branching ratio in terms of the ψ → e+e− one:
Γ(ψ → τ+τ−)
Γ(ψ → e+e−) =
2pτ
mψ
(
1 +
2m2τ
m2ψ
)
. (49)
Using as an input in (48) the values of the branching ratios Br(B → K∗ψ) = (6.32 ±
0.37) × 10−4, Br(B → K∗ψ) = (5.92 ± 1.23) × 10−4 [35] and Br(ψ(2S) → e+e−) =
(7.89± 0.17)× 10−3 [36], we obtain
Br(B → K(ψ → tauonium)) = 2.1× 10−14, (50)
Br(B → K∗(ψ → tauonium)) = 2.0× 10−14 , (51)
yielding indeed a 18% and a 8% correction to the branching ratios given by O7γ and O9 in
table 1,respectively. We take this as an indication that the corrections obtained form the
perturbative reasoning will not exceed 20% also for the case of the tauonium.
6 Conclusions
We have presented a calculation of the branching ratios for the decays B → K(∗)+ lepto-
nium. The predictions for these branching fractions turn out to be quite precise; for the
light leptonia the branching fractions can be predicted at the level of 5%, while for the
tauonium-final state the uncertainties are a bit larger.
As expected from the naive counting of parameters, these branching fractions are very
small, but some of the decays with muon and tau in the final states will be within the
reach of the LHCb with an integrated luminosity of 50 fb−1.
The ℓ+ℓ− bound state systems have a clear signature for their decays and it is possible
to distinguish between the two spin states ortho- and para-leptonium. The advantage is
twofold: these decays can give first an independent analysis of the helicity structure of
the underlying b → sℓℓ interaction, where the decays into ortho-leptonia test different
structures as the decays into para-leptonia. Secondly, the decays B → K(∗)+ tauonium
do not require a reconstruction of the tau leptons. This can allow us a cross check of the
B → K(∗)τ+τ− results, which require a reconstruction of the two final state leptons, by
comparing them to the B → K(∗)+ tauonium decays.
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A Effective Hamiltonian
The effective Hamiltonian for the ∆B = ∆S = 1 decays is defined to be
Heff = −4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
ts
10∑
i=1
Ci(µ)Oi(µ). (52)
The operators Oi whose Wilson coefficients enter in eqs. (32-37) and (38) are
O1 = (s¯γ
µPLc)(c¯γµPLb) O2 = (s¯
αγµPLc
β)(c¯βγµPLb
α)
O9 =
α
4π
(s¯γµPLb)(ℓ¯γµℓ), O7γ =
e
16π2
s¯σµν(msPL +mbPR)b Fµν ,
O10 =
α
4π
(s¯γµPLb)(ℓ¯γµγ5ℓ), (53)
where PL = (1 − γ5)/2 and PR = (1 + γ5)/2. We adopted the approximation |VtbV ∗ts| ≃
|VcbV ∗cs| = 0.040 [36, 38]. We used the Wilson coefficients calculated with LO running;
their numerical values are: C1(m¯b) = 1.12, C2(m¯b) = −0.27, Ceff7 (m¯b) = C7γ − 13C5 − C6 =−0.32, C9(m¯b) = 4.2, C10(m¯b) = −4.4.
B Decay amplitudes and form factors
The amplitude of B → Kℓ+ℓ− given by the hadronic matrix element of the operators
O7γ, O9 and O10 is
A(B → Kℓ+ℓ−) = GF√
2
α
π
VtbV
∗
ts
{
ℓ¯γµℓ p
µ
(
C9f
+(q2) +
2(mb +ms)
mB +mK
Ceff7 f
T (q2)
)
+ ℓ¯γµγ5ℓ p
µC10f
+(q2)
+ ℓ¯γµγ5ℓ q
µC10
2
[
f+(q2)
(
1− m
2
B −m2K
q2
)
+ f 0(q2)
m2B −m2K
q2
]}
. (54)
The B → K form factors are defined as
〈K(p)|s¯γµb|B(p+ q)〉 = f+(q2)
[
2pµ +
(
1− m
2
B −m2K
q2
)
qµ
]
+ f 0(q2)
m2B −m2K
q2
qµ,
(55)
〈K(p)|s¯σµρqρb|B(p+ q)〉 =
[
q2(2pµ + qµ)− (m2B −m2K)qµ
]
ifT (q2)
mB +mK
. (56)
The amplitude for the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− is given by the following expression [31]:
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A(B → K∗l+l−) =
GF
2
√
2
α
π
VtbV
∗
ts
{
l¯γµl
[
ǫµνρσǫ
∗νqρpσM1(q2)− iǫ∗µM2(q2) + i(ǫ∗ · q)pµM3(q2)
]
+ l¯γµγ5l
[
ǫµνρσǫ
∗νqρpσN1(q2)− iǫ∗µN2(q2) + i(ǫ∗ · q)pµN3(q2)
]}
,
(57)
where
M1(q2) = C9 2V (q
2)
mB +mK∗
+ 4Ceff7
mb +ms
q2
T1(q
2) ,
M2(q2) = C9(mB +mK∗)A1(q2)
+2Ceff7 (m
2
B −m2K∗)
mb +ms
q2
T2(q
2) ,
M3(q2) = 2C9 A2(q
2)
mB +mK∗
+4Ceff7
mb −ms
q2
(
T2(q
2) +
q2
m2B −m2K∗
T3(q
2)
)
, (58)
and
N1(q2) = 2C10 V (q
2)
mB +mK∗
,
N2(q2) = C10(mB +mK∗)A1(q2) ,
N3(q2) = 2C10 A2(q
2)
mB +mK∗
. (59)
In this paper we employed for the B → K(∗) form factors the q2-parametrization introduced
in ref. [39]. The form factors values at q2 = 0 and the slope parameters calculated from
light-cone sum rules can be found in the appendix of ref. [31]. The B → K∗ form factors
are defined as
〈K∗(p)|s¯γµb|B(p+ q)〉 = V (q2)ǫµσ νρ ǫ∗σ
2(p+ q)νpρ
mB +mK∗
, (60)
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〈K∗(p)|s¯γµγ5b|B(p+ q)〉 = iǫ∗ν
[
2mK∗A0(q
2)
qµqν
q2
+ A1(q
2)(mB +mK∗)η
µν
−A2(q2)ηµσ (q + 2p)σq
ν
mB +mK∗
]
, (61)
〈K∗(p)|s¯σµρqρ(1 + γ5)b|B(p+ q)〉 = 2iǫµνρσǫ∗νqρpσT1(q2)
+ [(m2B −m2K∗)ǫ∗µ − (ǫ∗ · q)(2p+ q)µ]T2(q2)
+ (ǫ∗ · q)
[
qµ − q
2
m2B −m2K∗
(2p+ q)µ
]
T3(q
2) , (62)
where ǫµ is the polarization vector of the vector meson and η
µν = gµν − qµqν/q2.
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